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Abstract 
We consider a simplified mathematical model of the Boltzmann equation which was introduced by Kac. A quasi-Monte- 
Carlo particle simulation using (t, m, s)-nets is described. The particle movement is shown to be an evaluation of the volume 
of a subset of 14=[0, 1)4. An error bound for quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation f the volume of a generalized quadrant 
set is derived, when a (t,m,s)-net is used. Convergence of the simulation is proved when the particles are reordered 
according to their velocity in every time step. Quasi-Monte-Carlo and Monte-Carlo particle simulations are compared 
in computational experiments. The results indicate that quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation outperforms standard Monte-Carlo 
approaches. 
Keywords: Quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation; Model Boltzmann equation; (t, m, s)-nets and (t,s)-sequences; Quadrant set 
AMS classification. 65C05; 11K38; 82C80 
1. Introduction 
Monte-Carlo particle simulations have provided effective means for solving integro-differential 
kinetic equations. Particles are sampled from the initial distribution. Then they interact according to 
the dynamics described in the equation. Pseudorandom numbers are used to decide which particles 
collide and the result of  the collision. A good deal of  effort [2, 3, 8, 9, l l ,  12, 15-17, 24, 27] has 
recently been directed to the use of  quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations. These are methods that replace 
random samples with uniformly distributed point sets. A careful use of  such point sets can produce 
more efficient solutions than is possible using pseudorandom numbers. 
In the present paper, a quasi-Monte-Carlo algorithm is proposed for simulation of  a nonlinear 
process. A simplified model of  the Boltzmann equation was introduced by Kac [7]. In this model, 
a one-dimensional gas is characterized by a probability density f (v ,  t) of  molecules which at time 
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t move with velocity v. For the simulation, we choose the number N of particles and the time step 
At. The exact solution f (v,  tn) at time tn=nAt is approximated by a sum of N Dirac measures 
N--I 
f(")(v)= 1 ~ 6(v - v}")). 
j=O 
The basis for the construction of quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation is the theory of low-discrepancy point 
sets and sequences. For an integer s ~> 1, denote the half-open s-dimensional unit cube by IS=[0, 1 )s 
and the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure by As. Let X be a point set consisting of Xo,..., XN_ ~ E 7 s. 
For an arbitrary subset E of 7 s, we define 
N--I 
j=0 
where ca is the characteristic function of E. The discrepancy of the point set X is defined by 
A(%X) 
DN(X)= sup 2s(J) , 
J 
where the supremum is extended over all J that are subintervals of I s of the form l-I~=l[x~,yt). The 
star discrepancy of X is defined by 
D~(X)= sup A(J*,X) 2s(J*) 
j ,  N 
where the supremum is extended over all half-open subintervals of I s of the form J*=I~=,[0,xt).  
For an infinite sequence X of elements of 7 s, we write DN(X) for the discrepancy and D~(X) for 
the star discrepancy of the first N terms of X. We refer to [10, 19, 22] for further information 
on the concept of discrepancy. Low-discrepancy point sets and sequences guarantee small errors 
in quasi-Monte-Carlo integration. Our scheme makes use of ( t, m, s )-nets, which are sets with the 
smallest discrepancy that is currently known. Let b >~ 2 be an integer. A subinterval of the form 
j=~[a f fa  at+l )  
i ' bd i  ' 
i=1 
with integers di ~> 0 and integers 0 ~< at < b d~ for 1 ~< i ~< s is called an elementary interval in base 
b. Let 0 ~< t ~< m be integers. A (t,m,s)-net in base b is a point set X of b" points in I s such that 
A(J ,X)=b t for every elementary interval J in base b with 2~(J)=b t-re. Let t ~> 0 be an integer. 
A sequence Xo, X~,... of points in I s is a (t,s)-sequence in base b if, for all integers n >/0 and 
m > t, the point set consisting of the xj with nb" <~j < (n + 1)b m is a (t,m,s)-net in base b. For 
many properties of (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences, we refer to [20-22]. The (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)- 
sequences with the best equidistribution properties are those with t=0. If we consider the question 
of transforming (t,m,s)-nets, the following results of Niederreiter [20, Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8] contain 
the relevant information. For 1 ~< r ~< s let i~ .... ,it be r distinct elements of the set {1,2,...,s}. 
The map Pg,....,t, is defined by 
Pi,....,i,(x)=(xi,,...,xi,) for x=(xl . . . . .  Xs)CI s. 
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Lemma 1.1. The map Pi,,...,ir transforms every (t,m,s)-net in base b into a (t,m,r)-net in base b. 
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a (t,m,s)-net in base b, let J be an elementary interval in base b with 
2s(J)=b -u, where 0 <~ u <. m - t, and let T be an affine transformation from J onto kL Then the 
points of X that belong to J are transformed by T into a (t,m - u,s)-net in base b. 
Our quasi-Monte-Carlo scheme is constructed by treating the simulation problem as being equiv- 
alent to the evaluation of volumes of subsets of 14. If particles are relabeled at each time step so 
that v~ ") ~< v~ n) ~<... ~< v~)_l, smaller integration errors result. We establish error bounds for special 
subsets of I s. We generalize a notion introduced by Schmidt [25] (see also [26, Ch. 2, Section 13]). 
A quadrant set is a subset E of I s with the property that if x=(xl , . . . ,Xs)EE,  then the interval 
S yL=l[0,xi) is contained in E. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the simplified Boltzmann equation given by 
Kac is considered and a quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation is presented. In Section 3 we derive an 
error bound for the approximation of the volume of a generalized quadrant set and we provide a 
convergence proof for the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation. In Section 4 we describe a model problem 
whose solution can be found analytically. We examine this problem to study the effectiveness of 
quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation using renumbering, when compared with two standard Monte-Carlo 
simulations. Further uses of quasi-Monte-Carlo particle simulations are discussed in Section 5. In 
the Appendix we give the more technical proofs. 
2. Quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation 
In [7, Ch. 3, Section 16], Kac constructed a mathematical model of a spatially homogeneous 
gas of Maxwellian molecules with one-dimensional velocities. The model is ruled by a simplified 
Boltzmann equation: the velocity distribution is a nonnegative function on E x R+ which satisfies 
(v, t )=~ ~ ( f (v ' , t ) f (w ' , t ) - f (v , t ) f (w , t ) )dwdO,  vE~, t  > 0, (1) 
f (v,O)=fo(v) ,  vE N, (2) 
where v is a positive constant, 
v'=v cos 0 + w sin 0, w'= - v sin 0 + w cos 0, 
and f0 is a nonnegative function on R such that 
f_ +~ fo(v)dv=l .  (3/ OC 
In this model, mass and kinetic energy are conserved (but not momentum): 
Vt > 0 f (v , t )dv=l ,  v2 f (v , t )dv= v2 fo(v)dv. (4) 
0<) O<2 O<3 
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A function s whose range consists of only finitely many points in [0, +co) will be called a simple 
function. Let 5P(~) be the set of all simple measurable functions on R. We use the following weak 
formulation: 
d f  ~°~ Vs E J (N)  ~ s(v)f(v,t)dv 
o~ 
=vf  (s(vcos2rtx - w sin 2~x) - s(v))f(v,t) f (w,t)dvdwdx. (5) 
JR 2X/  
(0) . (0) in ~ such that Let N be an integer. We choose a point set V (°) of N points v 0 ,...,vN_ ~ 
N--1 
f ( ° ) (v )= l  ~ 6(v (o)~ b J 
j=0 
"approximates" the measure fo(v)dv (we describe a construction in Section 4). We choose a time 
step At > 0, with vat ~< 1. We need a sequence Y={y,} of points in 14 for quasi-Monte-Carlo 
integration. For an integer n ~> 1 we put t,=nAt and f ,(v)=f(v, t,). Point sets V (') C ~ and measures 
N l 1 
f(")(v)= N ~ 6(v - 
u(. n) ] 
J ,' 
j 0 
are constructed by the following step-by-step procedure. 
(i) Renumbering the particles: The velocities are reordered so that 
i < j ~ vl ") <~ v~ "). 
(ii) Euler's method: A measure g(')(v) is defined by 
Vs s(v)(g( '>(v) - f ( " ) (v ) )  
oo  
f (s(v cos 2rex - w sin 2rex) - s(v))f(')(v)f(')(w) dx, 
JR  2×1 
and so 
fv~ 1 - vAt U l 
T Z 
~c .l=O 
vat  
cos 2rtx - v~ ") sin 2rtx) dx. (6) 
(iii) Quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation: For 0 ~< j, k < N we define cj, k to be the characteristic 
function of the interval 
× 
' N ' N 
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Let Z denote the characteristic function of [0, vat). To every simple function s on ~ there corresponds 
a simple function S In) on 74 by 
N--1 
S~")(x) = ~ cj.k(x,,x2)((1 - Z(x3))s(v} "~) + Z(x3)s(v~ " cos2xx4 - v~ ') sin 2rtx4)). 
j.k=O 
We have 
f ~ s(v)g(")(v)= f14 SIn)(x) dx. (7) 
Then we define 
~vc S(u)u(n+I ) (v )  = 1 N--I f ~S~n~(ynN+j), S~(~). 
--7x2 j--O 
We denote by LxJ the greatest integer ~< x. If 
kl")(j)=lNy,,N+/.,J, k~n~(j)=[Ny,N+j.zJ, 
then we have 
V n) COS27IYnm+j.4 -- V (") sin2rty, x+i4, if YnN+/.3 < vAt, 
.,0,+~ ~_ k',"'~j~ k':"(/i , (8 )  
i - -  ( n ) vc,(/), otherwise. 
Mass is automatically conserved. Kinetic energy is conserved and small errors in quasi-Monte-Carlo 
approximations are guaranteed if Y is constructed as follows. Let b/> 2, m >~ 0 be integers and 
choose N=2b m. Let X={xn} be a (0,4)-sequence in base b. For nb m <<. f < (n + 1)b m, we put 
[bmx<2J ,X/,3,Xf,4), Ynb'"+/=(~(x/.'+ [bmx/''j+lbm )'2I(x/' 2 + - ) b  m 
(~ ( [bmx/'2J) 1 ( [bmX/,lJ +1)  ) 
y(n+l)b,,~+l = x/,2 + b~ , -~ X/,l + bm ,x/,3,1 - x/,4 • 
Remark 2.1. The simulation could work for a more general 1-D model. For instance, a velocity 
dependent scattering kernel could be introduced. The error analysis would use techniques developed 
in [4, 14]. 
3. Error bounds 
The discrepancy of a point set can be viewed as a quantitative measure for the deviation from 
uniform distribution. One may also consider discrepancies with respect to distribution functions 
different from the uniform distribution (see [6]). For z E ~, let s: be the characteristic function of 
( -oc ,z )  and 
N--I j~x~ 
d~)(z)= ~-~ Sz(V~"l) - s~(v)f.(v)dv. 
j -O 
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The star f.-discrepancy of V (n) is meant to be the number 
D~( V ~"), f, )= sup Id~)(z)l .
zER 
This is the measure of error which tells how well the particle distribution approximates the exact 
solution at time t,,. The error can be analyzed in the same way as for Euler's method. The local 
truncation error is defined by 
cl')(z) = ~-~ sz(v)(f.+,(v) - f.(v))dv 
OC 
- v f (Sz(VCOS2ZCx - w sin 2rex) - sz(v))f.(v)f.(w)dvdwdx. 
JR 2×1 
We need the error term 
1 N--I I V~ n) 
e~)(z )=~SLf  ° sz(v}")cos2~x - sin 2~x) dx 
- f sz(vcos2~x - wsin2~x)f,(v)f~(w)dvdwdx. 
JR 2×1 
Let ~") be the simple function on ]4 corresponding to Sz. The error of the quasi-Monte-Carlo 
approximation is given by 
N-1  
Stz (YnU+j)-- S~")(x)dx. 
j=0  
We obtain the recurrence formula 
7(n-- 1 ),- -, d~')(z)=(1 - vAt)d~-~)(z) + vAte~-')(z) - Ate("-')(z) + o N (z). (9) 
Proposition 3.1. The error term e~)(z) satisfies 
le  (z)l 
Proof. We can write 
e(u")(z)=l ~ fo'd~)(z;x,v~"))dx + ~ 
k=0 
where 
1 U-I 
d(u")(z;x,w)= ~ ~ sz(v} ") COS2~X- W sin 2~x) 
j=0  
- Sz(V cos 2~x - w sin 2rcx)f~(v) dr, 
o~ 
d~)(z; v,x)f~(v) dv dx, (10) 
×I 
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1 N-1 
<~) sin 2rex) d~) (z; v,x ) = -~ ~-~ sz( v cos 2rtx - v k 
k=0 
- sz(vcos27tx - ws in2rtx) f , (w)dw.  
OC 
Since we have 
Id~)(z;x,w)[ <~ D~v(V{"),f,) and 
the result of the proposition follows. 
Id~)(z; v,x)[ <~ D*u(V~"),fn), 
[] 
(11) 
We have the obvious inequality 
ftt,,+, f__~-c~ ~2f,  .. le(n)(z)l <~ -~tv ,  t) dvdt. (12) 
We now consider the error in the quasi-Monte-Carlo approximation. If we put 
x{n)={Xnb,,,+j: 0 ~ j < b m} and Y~)={Y,N+j: 0 <<. j < N}, 
then X (n) is a (0, m, 4)-net in base b and we may write 
dilY(n) y(n)) A(F(n), y(n)) A(G~n), y(n)) 
~(n)fz" ~ ~',~z , (n) -- /~4(Gz ), (13) N ~, 1 :  N ~4(E~ n)) N q- ~4(F(n)) -[- N 
where 
{ } E1n)= Xe]4: Z cY, k(x"x2)Sz(V} "))=1 ' 
j,k:O 
xei4: Z =l  , 
j,k=O 
{ } G(9-  -- x El4: ~ cj,~(x,,x2)z(x3)&(v~.n)cos2~x4 - v~) sin2rcx4)=l . 
j,k=0 
The quantity 6~)(z) is a sum of errors introduced by approximately calculating the four-dimensional 
measures of subsets of i 4. The classical Koksma-Hlawka inequality (see [22, Theorem 2.11]) cannot 
be used to derive an upper bound for 16~)(z)l . Let E be a subset of 7 s and X be a set of N points 
in P. An analysis of the error 
A(E ,X)  
D(E ,X) -  N 2s(E) 
is given in a paper of Niederreiter and Wills [23]. If E is regularly shaped, ID(E,X)I is bounded by 
means of DN(X)I/L The result of Niederreiter and Wills was used in a previous work [11] and an 
error bound was obtained by a very intricate analysis. In the case where X is a ( t, m, s )-net in base 
b, ID(E,X)I can be bounded by b -[(m-t)/sj (see [13, Proposition 1]). An improved upper bound for 
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]6~xn)(z)[ is directly established in the present paper. Since a net is a point set in I s for which D(E,X) 
equals zero for many subintervals of 1 ~, the use of nets is essential. For instance, D(~ n), Y("))=0. 
Another fundamental notion is that of generalized quadrant set (see below). We shall derive an 
upper bound for ]D(E,X)] when E is a generalized quadrant set and we shall associate G~ ") with a 
disjoint union of generalized quadrant sets. 
Since X ~n) is a (0, m, 4)-net in base b, we have 
' N ×I3, Y (n) =1, (14) 
for any integer j with 0 ~< j < N. We get then 
A(E~"~, Y("~) z ~,~.) -- /;4\L~ z ). (15) 
N 
The following bounds are due to Niederreiter [20, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7]. 
Lemma 3.2. The star discrepancy of a (t,m,s)-net X in base b satisfies 
D~v(X)<<. [~- (m- t )+~lbt -m,  / f s=2,  (16) 
D}(X)~< (m- t )  2+ (m- t )+ b t-m, ~s=3.  (17) 
This yields 
Proposition 3.3. We have 
A(F~("), Yc') ) ,~4(Fz(n) ) [  ~--~ ~J N ~< m + b -m. 
Proof. We define j~")(z) = max{j: 0 ~< j <N, v) ") <z}. Because the velocities are reordered so that 
i < j  =¢~ vl ") ~< vs-("), we get 
F#'-- [0, + 1) L W x / x [o, v,St) x i. 
We may write A(Fz (n), y(n)) = A(~(n),X(~)) + A(~,,),X<,,)), where 
= - × I× [0, vAt )×I ,  
(18) 
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Since 24(Fz(') = 21-(/~4(Fzz n)) +/~4(Fzz(n))), we see that 
A(F:('"Y('))N 24(Fzz(,)) _-- 21 \(A(P~' 3Fzz(n" Pl~ ' 3x(n' ) -/~2(8 ,3Fzz(n)))/ 
I(A(P2,3~(n"P2, 3X(n)) )~2(P2 3~(n))) . 
+i \  bm - 
Thus, the desired result follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 3.2 (16). 
Finally, we consider the quantity 
A(G~ "), Y(')) (n) 
N 24(G~ ), 
[] 
which is the error introduced by approximately calculating the nonlinear interaction term. The analysis 
follows the general outline of the analysis of 
A(E('), y(')) 24(FJ,)). 
N 
The more technical parts of the proof appear in an appendix so as to avoid obscuring the essential 
ideas. We start from a general concept. 
Definition 3.4. A subset E of P is a generalized quadrant set if there exists a vertex v=(v~,. . . ,  v,), 
with v/E {0, 1} for 1 ~< i ~< s, such that 
8 
x = (xl .... ,Xs) E E => I ~ 71 l'I[min(xi, vi),max(xi, vi)] C E. 
i=l 
Definition 3.4 was introduced by Schmidt [25] in the case where v = 0. With this notion, we have 
the following inequality. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a (t,m,s)-net in base b and let E' C I  s-~ be a generalized quadrant set. Let 
O <<. ~s <<. l and E=E'  x [0,~s). Then for m >l t + s -1 ,  
A(E,X)  2,(E) bm <<. (s - l)(m - t - s + 2)b -L(m-'-l)/(~-l)] (19) 
Then we have 
Proposition 3.6. The following bound is valid: 
A(G~')'N Y(')) 24(G~")) ~< 48(m - 2)b -L(m-1)/3] + 26(m - l )b -L(m-l)/2j 
b-m. 
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We are now in a position to derive an upper bound for the error of the quasi-Monte-Carlo 
simulation. 
Proposition 3.7. We have 
///2 D*N(V("),f,) <~ eVt"D*N(V~°),fo) + At e v(t''-t) dvdt 
en" ( 
+~-~ 48(m -- 2)b -k(m-~)/3j + 26(m - 1)b -[(m-~)/2j 
+ 11 m 2+-~- - -m+ + m+ +l+vAt  b -m . 
Proof. For the proof, use relations (9), (13) and (15), inequality (12) and the bounds 
Propositions 3.1, 3.3 and 3.6. [] 
in 
Remark 3.8. Proposition 3.7 indicates a convergence rate of N -1/3, which is worse than standard 
Monte-Carlo. The computed example below shows that the bound is somewhat pessimistic. 
4. Computational example 
To further investigate the performance of quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation, an experiment was run 
to solve a model problem, for which exact answers are available. If 
V = x/~2 and fo(v) = --~v2e -~:, 
then 
f(v,  t) = ~ (1 - e(t))e(t) t/2 + (3e(t) - 1)c(t)3/2v 2 e -C(Ov', (20) 
where 
1 
c( t )  - 
3 - 2e-e'~t/~6" 
A three-dimensional plot and a density plot of the solution f(v,  t) are shown in Fig. 1. We see that 
the system is near equilibrium at t = 10. 
The problem was implemented using three different particle simulations. The first one is the direct 
simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) method of Bird [1]. Consider N simulated particles at time t,. The 
probability P of collision between two particles over the time interval At is equal to P = vAt/N. 
Therefore, the DSMC method is that m =NzP/2 colliding pairs are selected at random. Post-collision 
velocities are computed by choosing m random angles. The simulation has a physical rather than 
a mathematical foundation. Kinetic energy is conserved. The second simulation is the stochastic 
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Time 1C 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
Velocity 
Fig. 1. Exact solution of the Kac model. 
solution (SS) method of Nanbu [18]. Let v~n),..., v~)~ be the velocities of the simulated particles at 
time tn. The procedure for sampling the new velocity v) n+l) is the following: call a random fraction 
t). If rj>~vAt hen v)"+l)= v) "). If rj<vAt, choose at random a collision partner k and an angle 0j. 
Then 
#n+,)  #n) COS0j -- /.)~n)sin 0j. 
The scheme is derived from the Kac model of the Boltzmann equation. Kinetic energy is not 
conserved. The third simulation is our quasi-Monte-Carlo (QMC) method. The QMC method can 
be described as a SS method with renumbering. And since a symmetrical sequence Y is used, the 
QMC method can as well be viewed as a deterministic variant of the DSMC method. 
The accuracy of the particle solution is measured by computing the errors D~v (V ("), f , ) .  Initially, 
the particle velocities were chosen using a quasi-Monte-Carlo strategy to sample from the initial 
distribution. In the one-dimensional case, it is easy to determine the minimum of the star discrepancy 
D~v(X ) if N is fixed (see [22, Theorem 2.6]). We always have D}(X)>~I/2N and equality holds if 
X = 5, where 
5 -{  2j+~I'2N O<, j<N}.  
The sampling was done by mapping the point set 5 to ~ using the inverse function of 
Fo(v) = fo(w)dw. 
(3O 
Then we have 
1 
- , J0 )=Du(5)=~-~-  D~v(v~°) - (21 ) 
The QMC simulation uses a (0,4)-sequence in base b. There is a lower bound for b, which was 
shown in [20, Corollary 5.17]. 
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Fig. 3. N = 6250 particles, At = 0.1. 
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Fig. 4. N = 31 250 particles, At = 0.1. 
Time 
Lemma 4.1. A (O,s)-sequence in base b can only exist i f  s <~ b. 
The techniques proposed in [21 ] yield such sequences in any base b ~> 2. However, the construction 
when b is a prime is considerably simpler than the construction for general b. The construction in 
[5] yields (0,s)-sequences in prime bases >~s. A computer implementation of  Faure sequences is 
described in [12]. For the QMC simulation, a base b = 5 was used. In all cases, the time was 
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Fig. 7. N = 6250 particles, A t  = 0.05. 
advanced up to t = 20 and the error D;s(V(n),fn ) was plotted, as a function of time. An estimate of 
the convergence rate N -p is given by the error exponent 
p~,)= l°g(D~v(VI"), f.)) 
logN 
Figs. 2 -5  compare errors and error exponents obtained in solving the model problem using DSMC 
(dashed lines), SS (thin lines) and QMC (thick lines) methods. Tests were performed with N=2.54 ,  
2 • 55, 2 - 56 and 2 • 57 particles. The time steps were of size At = 0.1. The results obtained by use 
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Fig. 10. N = 1250 particles, At = 0.01. 
Time 
of At = 0.05 were plotted in Figs. 6 -9 .  In Figs. 10-13  we graphed the errors and error exponents 
computed with the choice At----0.01. 
We see that QMC simulation clearly outperforms both DSMC and SS methods. The results indicate 
that the QMC scheme needs about 5 times less particles to achieve the same error bound as the 
Monte-Carlo methods. The convergence rate improves from close to N -°5 for standard methods 
to N -°6 for the QMC algorithm. The rate of  convergence of  the QMC simulation is better than 
predicted. We also observe that taking a large number of  particles is not worthwhile, if the time 
step is not small enough, since the transient solution is not accurately approximated. 
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5. Conclusion 
Our theoretical analysis and computational experiments demonstrate that a quasi-Monte-Carlo par- 
ticle simulation of  a nonlinear version of  the Boltzmann equation is feasible. We have found that 
by using ( t, m, s )-nets to determine the particle motion, we are able to prove convergence of the 
simulation. A key element in successfully applying ( t, m, s )-nets is a technique involving renum- 
bering the simulated particles according to their velocity in every time step. The treatment of  the 
error introduced by approximately calculating the measure of  a generalized quadrant set constitutes 
the bulk of  the analysis in this work. Experimental results show that a significant improvement in 
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both magnitude of error and convergence rate is achieved over Monte-Carlo simulations. There are 
many possible directions for further work. The bound on discrepancy could be improved by us- 
ing techniques of Morokoff and Caflisch [16, Lemma 1]. Further research is required in this area. 
A quasi-Monte-Carlo scheme for a three-dimensional linear Boltzmann-type transport equation is 
studied in a companion paper [14]. The extension of the algorithm to the spatially homogeneous 
nonlinear Boltzmann equation is under investigation. The limits of the quasi-Monte-Carlo techniques 
are presented in another paper [4]. It is found that the error reduction is limited as the dimension 
of the problem increases. In addition, use of quasi-random numbers is delicate, since the simulated 
particles must be reordered. While reordering by magnitude is natural in one dimension, there are 
many possible ways to reorder the particles in two dimensions or higher. It is found that some 
choices can fail to improve on Monte Carlo. 
Appendix. Proofs of Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 
We begin with a technical lemma. 
Lemma A.1. Let E C P be a generalized quadrant set and let X be a (t, m,s)-net in base b. Then, 
for m>,t+s  
A(~mX) 2~(E) ~< sb -L(m t)/sj 
Proof. Let v be a vertex associated with E as in Definition 3.4. We can assume, without loss of 
generality, that vs = 1. Let d - -  [(m - t ) / s J .  For a = (a,, . . . ,as) with integers 0 ~< at <b d, denote 
, b d • 
i=1 
If we put 
E_ - -U  lu and E+---- [.3 lu, 
I. C E l,, NErO 
then 
A(E_,X)  A(E,X)  
bm As(E_ ) - 2,(E\E_ ) <<, b m 2s(E), 
A(E,X)  A(E+,X) 
2s(E) ~ As(E+) + 2,(E+\E). b m b" 
(A.1) 
The subsets E_ and E+ can be written as the disjoint unions of elementary intervals in base b with 
volume >/b t-m, hence 
A(E ,X)  A(E+,X) 
2s(E_ ) -- 2s(E+ ) = 0. (A.2) b m b m 
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Furthermore, E\E_  and E+\E are contained in E+\E_. This yields 
;ts(E) < L(E+\E_). 
For a' = (al . . . . .  a~_l ), denote 
s I 
l j ,=H[a~,  a i+ l )b  a 
i= [ 
and 
a, (a ' )  = min{as:  I(., ~ , )nE¢0 and I(a,a,> ~E}, 
~(a' )  = max{as: I(~,~,)NE ¢ 13 and l(a',a,) g E}, 
a '+ = (a~, . . . ,a  +s_,), where a, + = ai + 1 if v, = 0, a? = a i - -  1 if vi = 1. 
Since E is a generalized quadrant set, we have 
, [as(d) + 1 
E+\E_ = Ui',, x L -fig ' bd / and ~s(a') ~< a_s(a'+). 
Now we define inductively a' ~+---(a'(~-I)+) +. Using the convention 
~s(a ' ) - -as (d)=O if 3 ia i<O or ai>~b d, 
we can write 
s--I b d-1 b d-1 b d - I  b d - I  b d 1 
Z(~"(a ' ) -  a,(a')) = ~ ~-~.. .  Z ~-'~ ""  Z E 
a ~ i= l  a l=0 a , - i=0  a ,+t=0 a ,_ l=0 ~=0 
x (a~((al , . . . ,ai - l , (b d - 1)vi, ai+l . . . .  ,as-I) ~+) 
-a~( (a l , . . . ,a i  1,(b d -  1)vi, ai+l . . . . .  as-l)~+)) 
~< (s - 1 )b d(s-l), 
and this implies the result of the lemma. [] 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
Proof  of  Lemma 3.5. We proceed by induction on m. The bound is trivial for m -- t + s - 1. Now 
let m>~t + s and suppose that (19) has been shown for m-  1. If ~s=l,  the result follows from 
Lemmas 1.1 and A.1. If ~.,. < 1, we introduce the integer (--Lb~sJ and we split up E into the disjoint 
intervals 
[;) Eh z E' x ' b , 0 <~ h < ( and E< ---- E' × , Cs • 
Remark A.2. According to an example given in [13, Proposition 4], the order of magnitude in the 
bound obtained by Lemma A. 1, for t = 0, is best possible. 
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For 0~<h~<f, put 
Xh = X N I  "-I x ' b " 
If 0~<h<E the projection P=P~,...s-~ transforms Xh into a ( t ,m-  1 ,s -  1)-net in base b. Therefore 
1 (A(e',PXh) 
l 
<<. -b (S - 1 )b -t(m-t-1)/(s-1)j, (A.6) 
by Lemma A. 1. On the other hand, if T is as in Lemma 1.2 with 
J= IS - lx  ' b ' 
then T transforms X~ into a (t,m - 1,s)-net in base b. Therefore 
A(Ee,X)  2,(Ee) 1 (A(TEe, TX/) ) 
b" = ~ \ ~ ,~,(TEf) 
1 ~< ~(s - 1)(m - t - s + 1)b -[(m-t-2)/(s-~)j, 
by induction hypothesis. Combining (A.6) and (A.7), we obtain (19). 
We quote a result which was established in [20, Lemma 3.4(ii)]. 
(A.7) 
[] 
Lemma A.3. Let X be a (t ,m,s)-net in base b. For any elementary interval J '  CI  s-1 in base b 
and for  any is ~ 7, we have 
A( J '  x [0,b m ~s),X) _ 2s ( f  × [0, 3,)) ~ bt-m. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6 Assume first that z > 0. If (x, y) ¢ (0, 0) and 
z 
0 ~< (x 2 -+- y2)1/2 ~< + 1, 
define 
1(  x 
~pz(x,y) = ~ arccos (x 2 + y2)1/2 arccos 
1(  x z ) 
Oz(x,y) -- ~ arccos (x 2 + y2)m + arccos (x 2 _~y2)1/2 " 
For integers 0 ~< j, k < N, we put 
K;.k= IN '  N x ,~-  , Kj,~ t=K j ,kx [O,vAt ) .  
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We split up G! ") into the disjoint sets G (") 1 ~<g~<5, defined as follows: 
G(n) K at x I ,  I I  z,I = k..) j,k 
ol 2 t n 2 + "~ <z 2 
Gz n) _ 
,2 - U 
d/~ u)  
'~ <z,t~ <0 
t.oH2 ko~)2 ~ 2 - ,~ ~z  
G(n) __ I I  z, 3 - -  k_) 
) <z,v~ >~0 
/?H2} t U,)2 >_22 
K At × -'°''., j
K zx' [0,1 ~z(V)n),V~n)))U(1 " "  (') (")" j,k x - - qMv j  , vi ), 1], 
G(n) z.4 ~ U 
~"'>>~z,r~"' <o 
~sl)2 (,12 " ~ +r~ /> z- 
G(n) z, 5 mE U 
J"~ >~0 b) I ' t  ~>z, L k 
[,o1 J2 / (/1)2 ~ 2 
) + k ~z  
KAt  ~ (n) (n), y,k xt~uAVy ,vi ),1 +~bz(#'),v~'))), 
KAt  ~ . , ,  (n )  (n ) .  _ _  ~lz(l.)(n) v(n)hh j, kx ( - -q~Av j  ,v i  ) ,1  v;  'j k H.  
For integers 0 ~< j, k < b m, we put 
J +') [, ,+,) 
, , bm x bin, b~ , 
Define 
j a r  = j j  k X [0, vat) .  j ,k  
~z(,~ jA~ x L P'(") j,,a, x L , ,=  U /,, ~ , ,=  U k,j 
F2I+I+U21 ~ <Z" '21 + 2~+1 <Z2 
~(,,) j a r  {") V~.)))U "~"  (") (")" l), ,2 U j,k X [0 ,  ~z(1.)2.j+l, = I,I//z[-/')2j+l, /)2k ) ,  
4?, < z, 47 < 0 
tnl2 HI)2 ~ 2 
t21+l --t;2~ ~Z 
~z~,,~ j,a, a,~v (') "(') " 'u (1  " "  ~") -('~ " ,2 = U k,j X [0, l - 'Fzk 2j ~ O2k+l )) -- q)z[l)2j ~ U2k+l ), l ) .  
,(.) ~ ,OH ~0 I;2/ <:~, /52/,+ I 
"~';': +4:'L >~; 
- ( . )  p.(n) defined analogously. Then we may write The sets G~,, and vz, y, 3~<g~<5 are 
A(G[~),Y(n)) -A(G~z,g,X-(') (') ) + A(G~.,^ ('). ,X(') ), 
and so 
(n) A(Gz , Y(")) 
N 24(G~")) 
(A.8) 
188 
We have 
and 
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5 
Z ( ( n )  le2 z~(~), ~4 (~z(,%) ) ) : -- J~4(Gz~,.q ) -- ~k 4~,Uz, 9 ] -'~ 
g=l 
"-~ ~ .q=' ~ am '~'4(~,,q ) -'['- bm /~4(G~{ 7 ) • 
,~4(G~,I )) - It 2 ,~(.)a ,~4(G;,I ))  2~" 4~'Uz,[ I ..{_ ~(n) 
. (n)2 VAtl#{(j ,k):  0 <~j,k <~N, j, kodd, #,)2 + u, <Z 2} 
. (n)2 -#{(j,k):O<~j, k <~N, jodd, keven,  1))n)2~-v k <z2}[  
vat  # k . (n)2 < Z 2} + ~-r l  {(J, 1:0 ~< j, k ~< N, j, k even, v) ")2 + v k 
. (n)2 -#{( j , k ) :O<~j ,  k<~N, jeven, kodd, #")2+v k <z2}[ 
~,4(G~,~) -  ~(~4(G(2  )) +/~4(G;(2) ) )  
vAt ( 1 z ) 
~<N-- 5 - ~ ~ 1 - - a rccos  1)~n)2 )1/2 
jodd,¢"<z *odd, v;"<0 ~ (V) "~2 + 
V(" )2 _}_?j {hI2 ~Z 2 
(A.9) 
(A.IO) 
(1-- arccos  n,2: n,2,,j2) 
k even, v~ ") <0 
U(n~2 +U In)2 ~Z 2 
m vAt 
N2 Z 
j even, vj!")<z 
7~ 
k even, v~ ") <0 
~(n)2 +V(° }2 ~Z 2 
- - arccos 
z ) 
. (n)2 (v) n~2 + u, )~/2 
Z (1 - 1 arccos 
k odd, v~ "~ <0 
~(nl2 V{n)2 3~.2,2 
z ) 
(v) ")2 + v~")2)1/2 (A.11) 
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Analogous inequalities hold for 
(n)  1 ~ (n)  ^ (n)  124(G=,.q)- ~(24(G~,.q)+24(Gz~,.))l, 9-----3,4,5. 
Since the particles are ordered according to their velocity, we see that 
~4(G~nl) )  __ 1~ ,~(,) A4(G~, 1 )) k'~41'''Jz'l ) _~_ ^(n) 
vat  #.  
~<--~-( { j :0~<j<N,  jodd}+#{j :0~j<N,  jeven})  
vAt <<. - -  
N 
and 
~4(G~,%) ) _ 1 [ ]  [~_(n) /~4(G~,2 ))  i'n'4 'Uz'2 ) + ^(n) 
vat  
<<. xN----5 
%') <z, v~ ") <0 
V/in )2 _}_/)01)2 ~Z 2 
1 vAt#. 
~<~-~-  { j :0  ~<j 
Z Z 
arccos - arccos ,~(n)2 ~11/2 (U) n)2 -~- i)(n>2)1/2 (U) n>2 .-~ Vk_, ,  
< N, v (') <z}.  
c(") Altogether we obtain The sets G~.'g ), 3 ~<g ~< 5, are treated like the set "-'z,2. 
5 ~4(G~n)  1 - (,) ,. -- g(~.4(aL.,, ) 
g=2 
24(G~,g )) vAt  + ^(.),
On the other hand, ~(') ~(') Define ~z,l = "-'z,l • 
F (n) = [ I jA t  F(n) = 
z,l,1 kg  j,k , z,l,2 
(.)2 ,(.)2 ~Z 2 
/)21+1 +/)2~ 
U 
(n)2 UI )2 >iZ2 v2/+l +v2k 
/q.(n) At F(n) 
z,l,3 : U Jj, k '  z,l,4 = 
In) >~ O0 
D2/+I ~0./)2k <0 
.(,12 002 >~ 2 
V2/+I JCV2k ~Z 
U j/xt j,k" 
v(") >>.ov~2~)>_o 2j+l ' 
(,)2 (n}2>~ 2 
/)2/+1 q-/)2k ~Z 
We have the disjoint union 
4 
12 X [0, vat )  -- o ~(') U [ I  E (") - - l l ,2 ,3Uz ,  1 kM z,l,h" 
h=l 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
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When the velocities are ordered, each E ~") is as in Lemma 3.5. It follows then from Lemmas 1.1, z, I,h 
3.5 and A.3 that 
~(n) (n) A(PI,2,3G~,I ,P I ,z ,3X ) 
and so 
bm - 23(P,,:,3Gz(,q )) 
~< 8(m - 1)b -[(m-l)/2j q -b  -m, 
Ate(') X(')) ~(.) 
m(5('nl)'X(n))bm ~4(O;,~(n)l  qt_ ~, z,l,b m ~4(G~,  I ) 
~< 8(m - 1)b- L(m-l)/2J _~ b m. 
Now we split up G(~) into the disjoint sets z, 2 
(A.16) 
(A.17) 
~z(n) = , fA t  (n) 
,2,1 U j ,k x [O ' (gz (1)2 j+ l 'U~k) ) )  
, (~1) <5 ,uo g2/+l z, t2k <-z  
U U ,fAt (n) .(n)x~ j,k X [0, ~bz(vzj+j, v2~ )), 
Ul) 
.(o)2 111,)2 2 V~ +t ~ ~>Z -/+ 2~ 
Gz (n ) ,2,2 z U 
/'2,+'(n) I <0' --2' "~ /2(2] 1<0 
/3{'!)21 _~g, {tl)2 ~Z 2 2/+ 2k 
,fAt (n) . (n)~ 
j ,k X [0 ,  4)z(1.)2j+l , U2k )1, 
~(n) ja r  (n) . (n) 
z,2,3 = U j,k X (~z(V2j+l, V2k ), 1 ), 
,,,,, 4?<0 b21+l < IZ, 
~:(n) 
z ,2 ,4  = U 
,.< .~") <o,v;~)<0 --~ ~/:2i+ I 
/,2/+ i +t  2,~ ~Z 
,fAt (n) (n) 
j,k X (~(V2j+I , V2k ), 1 ) 
U U ,fAt (n) (n) j,k x (~z(V2j+,, v2k ), 1), 
0~V2/+1 ~Z, U2~ < --Z 
Gz ( n ) ,2,5 ---~ U ja r  t,/,t.(n) .(m~ 1). j ,k X \WzkU2j+l ~ U2k )~ 
,,, <z-:~<4~'<o 0~<v2j+l . 
,ill)2 ,(11)2 ~ 2 1,21+1+152h ~Z 
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Then G;,& n G$r: = 0 for 1 < h < 5. Because the velocities are ordered, the sets P1,2G$yh are gener- 
alized quadrant sets (P1,2G$!i is an interval of the form [ti, 1) x [0, r2)), and the sets P1,2,4(EJ,‘& U 
?I?$!‘,,) are also generalized quadrant sets. It follows then from Lemmas 1.1, 3.2 ( 17) and 3.5 that 
A(Z;,‘“,‘,X’“‘) 
‘b” 
- /&(p)) < 15(m - 2)@4)/31 
z.2 ' 
+ 8(m _ l)b-km-')/2J 
b-l 
+ rn2 + 2m+ $ (A.18) 
The sets G$), for 3 d g < 5, and the sets Gz,(/, ^cn) for 2 <g<5, are treated like the set Gi,‘;‘. Altogether 
this yields 
< 48(m _ 2)b-L’“-‘)/3J + 18(m _ l)bp~(112--l)/2~ 
(A. 19) 
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Combining (A.9),(A.12),(A.14),(A.17) and (A.19), we get 
A(G (~) y(.)) 
, z , ~4(o~n)) 
N 
~< 48(m- 2)b -[(m-l)/3] + 26(m-  1)b -[(m-1)/21 
+(7 [ (~- - -~)2m2+~-- -~mq- - : ]  +l+vAt )  
If z ~< 0 the argument leading to (A.20) shows that 
~< 48(m- 2)b -L{m-1)/3j + 10(m- 1)b -[(m-l)~2] 
( / )  :1 + 11 b2-----~l m2+--- -~m+ + 
[] 
A(G(z")' N Y(")) ~4(G~n) ) 
The result of the proposition follows. 
b -m. (A.20) 
b -m. (A.21) 
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